
WRITING A RESEARCH PROPOSAL UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL

Proposal Writing Is Its Own Genre. The writing required for a research proposal is not like other, more familiar, forms of
writing. Readers of your proposal want to.

After receiving the data from the questionnaires, I intend to use the SPSS software to analyse the responses. A
proposal introduction is part abstract for your entire project and part commercial pitching its value. If more
than one person will do the work described in the proposal then a division of labor should be provided
together with an explanation of why each person is best qualified to do the work described. If you plan on an
exhibition, performance, website or other form beyond the USP presentation, explain how and why you are
choosing the venue or structure. You are on page 1of 7 Search inside document Undergraduate Research
Proposal A Study on Work-life balance on expatriates in Malaysia Introduction and Background The research
proposal I am preparing is going to be addressing the challenges faced by expatriates while working outside
their home countries. What is the significance and relevance of this project to the field? All creative activity
resides within specific contexts, critical theories, and histories which you should research and note in your
proposal. We therefore recommend that you contact a member of our staff with appropriate expertise to
discuss your proposed research. Before writing your proposal, you should take time to reflect on the key
questions that you are seeking to answer. Curriculum Vitae for Principal Investigators Most funding agencies
require the principal investigator s to include some form of curriculum vitae. You may include the cost of a
round-trip coach class fare airplane ticket, meeting registration, hotel, ground transportation taxi, car rental,
etc. For details of our staff and there areas of expertise please visit our staff pages. As part of the application
for admission onto our MJur, MPhil and PhD programmes, you must prepare a research proposal outlining
your proposed area of study. Regardless of whether you are applying for the MJur, MPhil or PhD
programmes, your research proposal should normally include the following information: 1. Are you qualified
to do it? It also demonstrates the originality of your proposed research. How long should the proposal be?
Most importantly: Tell the reader what you specifically propose to do; tell the reader why this matters to you
and to the world. In this way, this argument needs to be based upon the methodology you laid out in the
previous section. Research Questions The proposal should set out the central aims and questions that will
guide your research. There is no substitute for a good idea. What is a research proposal? A purchase is
typically identified as major instrumentation rather than materials and supplies when the cost of the instrument
exceeds a thousand dollars and when the device has an anticipated lifespan of more than a year. If you plan to
conduct field work or collect empirical data, you should provide details about this e. Usually budgets are
prepared and submitted as tables with prescribed format. Subcontractor Costs. If you are working on a
collaborative project with an investigator at another institution, then you will need to include the costs that
they will incur in carrying out the proposed work. It outlines the general area of study within which your
research falls, referring to the current state of knowledge and any recent debates on the topic. Academic
faculty, who usually receive academic year 9-mos typically salary from their institutions, often supplement
their salary summer salary by carrying out external research programs. These employees would be my
population of interest which is known as the total group of people that the researcher wishes to examine, study
or obtain information from Wilson, , p  Research Methodology This section should outline your plan of attack.


